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Abhishek Jain of AAP
launches free bus service
for vaccination drive
The public is facing a lot of issues to
reach out to the vaccination centres
and this is the reason that Abhishek
Jain of AAPleader has organised free
bus service. As New Delhi faced the
biggest crisis during the second
wave, Abhishek Jain, Sangathan Mantri,
Vasant Vihar, Ward 64, took various...
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Emirates has reached a commercial agreement that will allow Travelportconnected travel agencies to avoid the airline’s surcharge on bookings via
global distribution systems.
The charges are due to come into effect today.
Furthermore, the companies announced a new long-term agreement to
enable the distribution of Emirates NDC content via Travelport’s nextgeneration platform, Travelport+.
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Gorgeous
Gauahar Khan
Darbar unveiled Hyundai
Alcazar- The ultimate
premium SUV
Modi Hyundai is a premium dealership
of Hyundai since an inception
of Hyundai Motor India Ltd in...
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There is also an extension to a longstanding IT agreement.
Adnan Kazim, chief commercial officer at Emirates, said: “We are pleased
to have reached key agreements with Travelport that take our decadeslong partnership to the next level.
“Supported by the recent launch of Travelport+, these new deals will
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CommerceUp: Fastest Way
To Launch Scalable &
Reliable Ecommerce
Business
Indian E-commerce Industry has been

further cement Emirates as the airline of choice for travellers that want

on an upward growth trajectory and is

highly personalised offers and access to the world’s best destinations.

expected to surpass the US...
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“Emirates and Travelport will continue to work jointly on future travel retail

 June 11, 2021

solutions that will offer our travel community partners even better and
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more bespoke services.”
As of today, Travelport’s global network of travel agency partners will
automatically be upgraded to a dedicated channel that provides access to
un-surcharged content.
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UNWTO predicts $4tr tourism loss following Covid-19
pandemic
Newer

Rolls-Royce to develop sustainable fuel alongside Shell

Talent
Dhundo, India’s largest
talent portal has made a
heroic entry into the
industry.
How to Showcase your talent in the TV
and lm industry? Put an end to all...
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 U.S. surgeon general says Johnson &

Rise in online payments spurs questions

Johnson Covid vaccine may protect people

over cybersecurity and privacy 

against delta variant
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Mooted response to
England quarantine
update
The travel trade in England
has given a mixed reception
to plans to remove
quarantine restrictions...
Travels
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Dubai property
market sees
continued growth
The Dubai property market
has seen its busiest month
in eight years, as buyers
continued to...
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Shapps confirms end
of quarantine for
vaccinated travellers
from amber countries
Transport secretary, Grant
Shapps, has con rmed
vaccinated travellers
returning to England from

Travels

amber list countries will...
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Delta can evade antibodies, both vax shots a
must: Study – ET HealthWorld
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To stop 3rd wave, Mandaviya must race against Centre announces Rs 23,000 crores
time – ET HealthWorld
emergency response package to combat Covid-

The Delta variant can evade

NEW DELHI: Gujarat leader

antibodies that target certain parts

Mansukh Mandaviya took charge

of the virus, according to a...

as the new health minister on

Health

19 – ET HealthWorld
New Delhi, July 8 (ANI): The Central
government on Thursday

Thursday at...

announced a Rs 23,000 crores

Health

emergency...
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